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T H E ARPA N E T W O R K C O N T R O L C E N T E R
A l e x a n d e r A. McKenzie
B o l t B e r a n e k and Newman
The ARPA Network Control Center (NCC) is responsible for
operating, maintaining, and modifying the communications subnetwork of IMPs, TIPS, and common-carrier circuits. In early
1970, the NCC functions v,rere performed by the system programmers
and hardware designers, on a rather casual basis, using only the
Teletype connected to the IMP located at Bolt Beranek and Newman
Inc. (B3N). By the end of 197^ the NCC is manned around the clock
by a staff of computer operators, hardware engineers and technicians, and programmers, all with exclusive responsibility to
the NCC, as well as continuing to draw upon the talents of the
hardware arid software development staffs when necessary. The
hardware used by the NCC now includes a dedicated H-316 computer
(configured as a TIP), portions of a PDP-1 and several FDP-10's
connected to the network, numerous Teletypes, two 1200-baud
printers, and various other peripheral equipment. Throughout
this expansion the basic responsibilities of operating, maintaining, and modifying have remained constant, but the breadth of the
activity has continually grown in response to the needs of both
ARPA and the user community.
As we review the current operation of the NCC, it is important to remember that the NCC has grown into its current state,
rather than being designed; clearly there are some aspects of
its operation which would be different in a unified design, and
we will attempt to point out the most important of these. It is
also worth noting that a few of the tasks currently performed by
the NCC have little to do with the operation, maintenance, or
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modification of the communications subnetwork; rather they were
absorbed by the NCC because it was the only accessible, responsive,
continuously staffed organization in existence which was generally
concerned with network performance as perceived by the user.
M a i n t e n a n c e F u n c t i o n s in the IMPs
The recognition of the necessity for network control functions began with the design of the IMP hardware and software in
1969.

In the hardware we recognized that with several parties

responsible for various pieces of equipment in the network, the
problem of fault isolation was critical.
)~

Accordingly, both the

Host interfaces and the modem interfaces, which were designed
by BBN, included the capability for "loopback" test mode under
program control.

The loopback mode of operation basically con-

nects the IMP's outputs to the IMP's inputs so that the IMP may
I *"

generate test traffic, send it through the interface and check
the returning traffic against the traffic which was generated.
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Thus, for example, if a carrier-supplied communications circuit
connecting two IMPs appears to be giving trouble, the IMPs can be
directed to loop both of the modem interfaces connected to this
circuit.

If test traffic passes through these looped interfaces

successfully, then it is reasonably certain that the carrier's
equipment is at fault.
I

On the other hand, if one of the two

looped interfaces continues to show a pattern of trouble, it is
reasonably certain that the IMP hardware or software is at fault.
In either case, the appropriate repair and maintenance organization can be contacted, with little risk that the trouble will
eventually be traced to equipment which Is the responsibility of
another party.
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The IMP also Includes hardware for the automatic detection of
power failures'and for automatically restarting the program when
power is eventually returned. The IMP hardware (in the initial
516 systems) also contained a "watchdog timer" which counted down
a clock at a rather slow rate and, if the clock was ever counted
to_zero, generated a very high priority interrupt. The IMP software periodically reset this clock to its maximum value when the
program was operating correctly. The interrupt routine triggered
by the watchdog timer automatically reloaded (from a neighbor)
and restarted the IMP program. In this way it was possible to
recover from many erroneous states, whether caused by hardware
failure or software bugs, without manual intervention.
The original IMP software, in addition to the watchdog timer
routine and the software necessary to loop and unloop interfaces
and to send test traffic and check the results, contained several
other diagnostic features. These fall under two main headings,
IMP statistics and DDT. The IMP statistics package contains a
variety of routines, most of which are usable by the Network
Measurements Center (or, in fact, any Host); these Include the
ability to trace the progress of a packet through the network,
the accumulation of message and packet length histograms, the
ability to take a "snapshot" of the internal state of an IMP at
a given instant, and the ability to generate artificial traffic.
One statistics routine, however, called the "trouble reports"
routine, has its use restricted to network control and. monitoring
functions and, unlike other statistics routines, cannot be activated and deactivated by any Host, but remains permanently enabled
and reports only to a single location. DDT is a small debugging
package which contains a simple command interpreter, capable of
such functions as examining and modifying a memory word, clearing
a block of memory, searching memory for particular stored value,
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etc. DDT is structured so that it can be driven remotely through
the network, returning any responses -back through the network-.
Controls (which were not present in the initial implementation)
insure that DDT can be operated only from the Network Control
Center.

Pre-NCC Operation
The first ARPA Network node was installed at the University
of California at Los Angeles in late 1969 and the next three
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network nodes were installed in California and Utah (Figure 1).
During these early days, operation of the network relied heavily
on the assistance of personnel employed at these sites, as well
as on the more or less continual on-site presence of BB1I staff
members. Recovery from an IMP failure generally involved local
- use of DDT through the IMP console Teletype by site personnel,
working in conjunction with a BBN programmer (either on-site or
by telephone). Each IMP was equipped with a high-speed paper tape
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reader and each site kept a paper tape of the most recent IMP
software version. In case recovery was not possible using DDT,
site personnel reloaded the IMP through the tape reader. If
after several attempted loads the IMP continued to fail, the
problem was presumed to be a hardware problem and Honeywell Field
Service, which had maintenance contracts on all the machines, was
called in to perform appropriate diagnosis and repair.
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Each IMP monitored the status of the common carrier circuits
connected to it and displayed their status in a set of lights on
the IMP front panel. Site personnel periodically would examine
these lights and, if the circuit was seen to be in a down condition, would use DDT via the IMP console Teletype to loop the interfaces, generate test traffic, and monitor the results, which 'again
were displayed as an up or down condition in the front panel lights
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Site personnel would then contact BBH and, depending on the results
of the testing; either Honeywell or the common carrier would be
notified of an equipment failure.
Teletype NCC
The network's fifth IMP was installed at Bolt Beranek and
Newman in early 1970 (Figure 2), and shortly thereafter testing
and diagnosis became considerably more centralized. The "trouble
reports" statistics program in each IMP was set to send periodic
reports to the console Teletype connected to the BBN IMP. Data
on IMP status and circuit status were sent as ASCII text to be
typed out on the Teletype. Since there is limited buffering within the IMP, and the output was produced on a low-bandwidth device,
space within the message was at a premium. However, a person was
required to read and interpret the data; the message format thus
had to be at least somewhat intelligible. Balancing these two
factors resulted in concentrating on only that data which was
vital to the continued functioning of the network; circuits usable
or unusable, the state of the console switches at each IMP, or (by
inference from the absence of any .report at all, for a long period
of time) indication that an IMP had stopped functioning completely.
Members of the IMP hardware and software development team
were responsible for scanning this typescript occasionally and
initiating appropriate actions when necessary. Since no individual
was exclusively assigned to monitor the Teletype, and since personnel were normally available only during regular working hours,
it was possible to have a long period of outage for a circuit or
an IMP without anyone noticing it or beginning corrective action.
However, since the network was very small, and since its operation
was not critical to almost any Host activity, this did not constitute a severe problem.
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Figure 2

As the network became larger and more reliable, the proportion of status messages typed on the Teletype which said anything
other than "everything still OK here" decreased, thus making the
location of messages which required action more difficult.

In

order to make location of these critical messages easier, we
changed the format of the trouble report routine so that it used
the "synchronized clock" of the statistics package.

Each IMP was

programmed to send a status message every 15 minutes; each IMP
also examined its own status every minute and sent an additional
message if it detected a status change.

The effect of this scheme

was that every 15 minutes we would receive a block of "check-in"
reports, one from each IMP.

Interspersed between these blocks on

the typescript there would be an occasional status change report.
In general, only the change reports required action.

D i s t r i b u t i o n of New IMP Software
IMPs continued to be delivered to the field at an average
rate of approximately one per month, so that by late 1970 there
were 13 IMPs installed in the network

(Figure 3).

The IMPs were

all entirely compatible, based on the Honeywell 516, and each
installation included a high-speed paper-tape reader.

Release of

new IMP software was at first based on distribution of paper tapes
and reliance on site personnel to reload the IMPs in a more or
less coordinated fashion.

Software was written in a macro-assembly

language developed at BEN several years earlier for another project, and assembled on a PDP-1 using a cross-assembler for this
language.
One prototype IMP was available at BBN for software checkout.
Once software appeared to run fairly reliably on this machine,
the programmers distributed tapes for the software to the entire
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network. After installation of this software, any further debugging which was required was carried out on-line with a good
deal of cooperation from site personnel and with extensive use of
IMP DDT from BBN. With only a single off-line machine available
at BBN it was difficult to adequately check out, prior to installation in the field, those aspects of the IMP program which were
involved in cooperative computation (for example, the computation
of routine). Thus, there was generally a period of several hours
to several days after the installation of new IMP software during
which the reliability of the network was quite poor.
From the beginning, each IMP had the capability of obtaining
a reload of its core memory, except for a small region containing
constants specific to each machine and the loader itself, under
command from DDT or from console switches; the watchdog timer
also used this mechanism. It. seemed reasonable to use this
mechanism for all new software releases once an IMP was installed
at BBN. The procedure of releasing new software could then be
to mail a tape only of the constants and loader area of the IMP
to each site and at a pre-scheduled time have each site load this
tape into the IMP. At BBN, the entire new version of the IMP
program would be read into the BBN IMP through the high-speed
paper tape reader. The sites adjacent to BBN would then direct
their IMPs to reload from the BBN IMP. Once this was completed,
sites adjacent to the reloaded sites would, in turn, reload from
these sites until the new software was propagated through the
entire network. Thus, by mid-1971, when the first Honeywell 316
IMPs were installed, the only tape reader supplied was the 10
character/second reader incorporated in the Teletype.
Using this software release procedure, site personnel were
involved in the release only at those times when the constants
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and loader area, or the IMP-to-IMP communications protocols, were
changed; in many cases new software could be released using only
the BBN paper-tape reader and DDT. Thus the software development
staff began to place emphasis on keeping the software "compatible"
across IMP releases. By "compatible", we mean not changing the
protocol which the IMPs use to communicate with each other; it
appeared that only if this compatibility was maintained could DDT
be used from BBN to direct a site running old software to load
the new software installed at BBN.
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Still, there was the .possibility -that the software being
released, although checked out in- a single machine, would fail to
operate correctly in the network environment due to those aspects
of the program which could not adequately be checked out in a
stand-alone mode. For this reason, software releases were scheduled to occur at a particular time of the week when all sites
would understand that the network might be unreliable and that we
might require a considerable amount of site assistance in order to
debug the new program and get it functioning correctly. As the
release would start on the East Coast, namely at BBN and the sites
adjacent to it, and bugs would be likely to show up first at these
sites, we needed to select a time when the sites would be manned
(or when manning would be not far off). At the same time, we
wished to pick a time that was not in the middle of the working
day for any sites, including those on the West Coast. Further,
since problems might begin to occur sometime after the release,
we wished to schedule releases at a time when assistance would be
available at all sites within a'few hours. These considerations
led us to select the time period from 7 to 8 a.m. Eastern time
for software releases. Similar considerations led to selection
of a day of the week. We wished the release to be early in the
week so that sites would be manned for several days after the
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software release.

Since legislative bodies were beginning to

create three-day weekends, there were many Mondays when site manning would not be available.

On this basis we selected Tuesday

mornings for the release period.

^
The NCC Host C o m p u t e r
As the network continued to expand in size, scanning the
typescript on the Teletype at BBN for network events which required human intervention became increasingly difficult.

In

addition, there was considerable interest in periodic reports
on IMP and line performance, statistics on circuit usage, in order
I—

to obtain advance warning of approaching saturation, and Host
traffic in order to investigate accounting algorithms for network
usage.

These factors led us to attach a Host to the BBN IMP

dedicated to monitoring network performance and doing much of
*•

the bookkeeping required for the reports, as well as watching for
events which might require human intervention.

The computer we

chose for this Host, known as the Network Control Center Host,
was identical to a network IMP, namely a Honeywell 316 computer
with Host and modem interfaces, 12K of 16-bit memory, and a realtime clock.

Choosing this particular set of hardware meant that,

I

in the event of a failure in the Network Control Center Host,
the prototype IMP could be temporarily substituted. A set of
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peripheral interfaces, which were packaged separately from the
NCC Host itself, were provided to drive output Teletypes, a set
of display lights, and operator switches; this equipment could
easily be connected to the I/O bus of an alternate CPU if the need
arose.
By mid-1971 the NCC Host had become operational; we were then
able to make several changes to the format of the "trouble reports"
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generated by each IMP.

First, we abandoned the ASCII text format
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in favor of binary ericodingc Next, we expanded the reports to
include more internal status information, as well as statistics
on Host traffic and line usage. We were also able to increase
the frequency of reporting to once a minute for the "checkin" and
to send change notices as soon as changes were detected. The NCC
Host computer was given the job of examining each of these reports,
noticing changes in network status, and alerting the operations
staff which by this time had grown to dedicated operator coverage
for about 12 hours a day, five days a week. Operators were informed by the NCC Host that network status had changed by printouts on one of the Teletypes connected to the Host (Figure 4) and,
in the case of IMP or circuit failure, by flashing a light (a
separate light for each IMP or circuit) on the light box and
sounding an audible alarm. The NCC Host also accumulated the line
usage and Host traffic statistics and summarized these on a second
Teletype once each hour and additionally three times a day.
Another event, which occurred early in 1971* had a major impact on network usage and consequently on a desire for reliability;
this was the final specification by the Network Working Group of
a set of standard Host-to-Host protocols. Once these protocols
were specified, it became possible for Host programmers to generate
"standard" software interfaces to the network for communication
with most other Host computers. As a result, it became relatively
easy for application programmers or other users of the Host computers to obtain access to all of the Hosts on the network. Although this did not have an immediate effect on traffic or on
concerns about reliability, it marked the beginning of the growth
of pressure from the Host organizations for the network to become
a utility, rather than remaining a research project.

I
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ARPA NETWORK LOG

1112
IMP 10
1114 IMP 10
1119 LINE 51

HOST 1 UP
HOST 1 DOWN
ERRORS MINUS 9/72

1120 LINE 51

IN LIMBO "=—-"

1121

LINE 25
LINE 51

ERRORS M I N U S 66/66
ERRORS MINUS 75/75

LINE 25

IN LIMBO "-"-"

PAGE 23

LINE 51: IN LIMBO """»"
LINE 25: ERRORS MINUS 81/81
LINE 51: ERRORS MINUS 81/81
1122 LINE 25: DOWN """-LINE 51: DOWN -""-"
•

IMP 48
LINE 25
LINE 51
1123

*

DOWN """-ERRORS MINUS 45/81
ERRORS MINUS 26/81

IMP 48

UP 5-:"»"

IMP 48
IMP 48
IMP 48

VERSION 3201, POWER' FAILURE, HOST 0 DOWN, HOST 1 DOWN
HOST 2 UP, HOST 3 DOWN, ::(312, 0, 5000)
"(303, 100164, 177461)

1124 LINE 25

UP »""-"

LINE 51: UP "•""»-

Figure 4: Sample of NCC Log Teletype
Output from January 12, 1975.

Introduction of the Terminal IMP
The first Terminal IMP (cr TIP) was Installed in the network
in mid-1971 (Figure 5) and the Network Control Center was immediately faced with a new set of problems. Prior to this time,
each IMP ran a program which was identical to the program in its
neighbor. With the advent of the TIP, even supposing all the TIP
programs remained identical, it was not possible to guarantee
that a Terminal IMP would have any neighbor which was a Terminal
IMP (of course, the "IMP" portion of a TIP remained identical to
other IMPs). Thus, in the event of any software changes or failures in a Terminal IMP, a mechanism to reload the Terminal IMP
software, without reliance on a neighbor, was required.
Since
the TIP software was developed at BBN,.we had on hand a development TIP which was used for stand-alone software checkout of TIP
software, in the same way that the prototype, IMP was used for
checkout of IMP software.
Our first approach to the problem of reloading TIPs was to
load the TIP software (which, in fact, might be specialized for
each individual TIP) into the development TIP, connect this TIP
to the network, and install in it a small routine which could
interact with the DDT at the target TIP site. This routine read
a word of TIP code and sent this word to the DDT at the remote
site with instructions to load it into memory at the same location
from which it had been taken. The process was repeated until the
entire TIP program had been loaded (through the network) into the
remote TIP. DDT then instructed the remote machine to begin
executing the TIP code, and the remote machine reported to the
Network Control Center that the TIP was operational again.
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Although this process worked, and in fact is still used on
occasion, it was cumbersome and required a great deal of operator
activity with the resultant possibility of error, as well as interrupting software development work which might be taking place.
Thus, as the number of TIPs in the network increased, pressure
mounted for some more automatic method of reloading. It seemed
obvious that a reliable Host computer, equipped with a bulk storage unit, could store a copy of the program for each TIP. • Even if
the TIPs became very divergent, it would not require a great deal
of bulk storage to store a separate copy for each TIP. The lowest cost and quickest solution seemed to be to store the software
on the PDP-1 at BBN, on which, after all, the software was already being developed, and to attach this PDP-1 to the network as
a Host.
The choice of the PDP-1 had the advantages of low cost and
high reliability; its operating system had been developed in the
early 1960's and the system tended to be much more stable than
any other Host to which we had access. With hindsight, we can
see that the choice of this computer, which in -1972 was no longer
manufactured, was not optimal from the point of view of transferability of the functions to other networks or even elsewhere
within the ARPA Network. Nevertheless, these considerations did
not seem critical at the time and, by early 1972, the PDP-1 was
connected to the network through the BBN IMP. Support software
was written so it could interact with IMP DDT and provide program
loading facilities for Terminal IMP software. It should be noted
here that this method of loading software could not be extended to
the loading of IMP software either for failed machines or for new
releases, since use of DDT through the network requires the entire
set of IMP software to be running. However, somewhat after the
time when the TIP reloading facility was implemented, the PDP-1
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support software was extended to provide the capability of broadcasting software "patches" to all the IMPs, or to a selected set
of IMPs.

Centralization of Maintenance A c t i v i t y
In mid-1972 the Network Control Center staff was expanded to
provide single operator coverage 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
At about this time, first order responsibility for network' operations was assigned to the operators, with back-up provided by the
hardware and software development staff members who were instantly
available at the Network Control Center during the working day and
available at home after hours.

A dedicated Network Control Center

telephone line was installed and representatives of all sites, of
the carrier offices responsible for the network circuits, and the
Honeywell maintenance offices (who had primary responsibility for
the repair of IMP hard-ware problems) were instructed to contact
BBN through the NCC operators.

The operating staff also assumed

responsibility for a number of peripheral issues such as the
scheduling of installation of new sites and new circuits, the
coordination of routine maintenance activities so as not to disrupt network connectivity, and so forth.

Field maintenance per-

sonnel from both the common carriers and the Honeywell repair
offices were instructed to accept maintenance calls only from the
Network Control Center, rather than from the individual sites,
since only the Network Control Center had a global picture of the
network and was able to see how problems in one area might be
related to problems in another area.
As a sidelight, even prior to this time the carrier personnel
had been instructed to accept trouble calls only from BBN.

As

the network grew into new areas, far removed from Cambridge, this
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frequently led to difficult interactions with carrier personnel,
who could not easily believe that a group in Cambridge could be
accurately reporting the state of a circuit running between, for
example, Urbana, Illinois and Salt Lake City, Utah. Fortunately,
all circuits were ordered by the government through a central
office in Washington, and this office was able to observe our
track record in reporting failures in other areas of the country.
When disputes arose involving a new circuit, a call from the
central facility was usually sufficient to convince the repair
office that the Network Control Center's repair request was believable. It is important to note that this believability was
the direct result of the great care that had been taken to build
adequate diagnostic tools into the IMPs, so that the carrier
personnel were not called because of problems which were actually
caused by the IMP hardware or software.

Distribution of New IMP Software R e v i s i t e d
In mid-1972, with about 30 nodes operational (Figure 6), it
became necessary to release an incompatible version of the IMP
software. Since the Honeywell 316 IMPs and TIPs, which constituted about half the network, were not equipped with high-speed
paper-tape readers, it was necessary to plan to release the software from the Network Control Center. We sent a tape containing
only a copy of the new loader, by registered mail, to each of the
network sites, and, after a suitable wait, contacted each site by
telephone to insure that it had arrived. We announced a schedule
for the release of the new software, and received assurances from
each site that someone would be on-hand to assist us. Our plan
was to telephone the sites one by one, ask the site personnel to
read in the new loader through the tape reader on the Teletype,
and then have them instruct the IMP, using the console switches,
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to reload itself from a neighbor which was running the new version of the software. On the morning scheduled for the release
we attempted to follow this procedure, but discovered that many of
the sites had no record of the new tape, or that the individual
who had received it was no longer employed at the site. After
attempting, at a few sites, to have the critical information
entered from the console Teletype (typically requiring many retries because of human error) we decided to cancel the release
and devise a new plan which would not require any site intervention, in spite of the incompatible nature of the new software.
The plan which evolved required several steps: first, DDT
was used to overwrite the loader area of each machine with a new
loader which could communicate either with the old version of
the software or the intended new version (a bit in the IMP-to-IMP
header was usurped to differentiate the systems). Once this step
had been completed at every IMP, we disconnected one of the circuits from the BBN IMP and connected it instead to one of the
development machines as illustrated in Figure 7- This second
"BBN IMP" was running the new IMP software, but this was not confusing to the machines running the old system; the software Incompatibility meant they could communicate with only one "BBN
IMP" rather than two. A message was then sent from the console
Teletype of the "old" BBN IMP to the DDT of site "A" (refer to
Figure 7) instructing site A to reload itself from the "new" BBN
IMP. When this reloading process was completed, there was a
"network" of two machines running the new system, and a network
of the remaining machines running the old system. This procedure
was repeated for each machine until the entire network except for
the "old" BBN IMP was running the new system. This IMP was then
disconnected from the network and its circuit(s) connected instead
to the "new" BBN IMP.
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"OLD"BBN IMP
"NEW"BBN IMP

Figure 7: I n c o m p a t i b l e Software Release —
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Topology Example

An additional complication remained to be faced, the case
where the topology did not allow two paths from BBN to an IMP,
one through the old system and one through the new system.

Again

referring to Figure 7, consider the "arm" containing two machines
(C and D) with only one connection to the rest of the network
(through B).

The procedure for this case was as follows.

insure that the new software is operating at IMP E.

First,

Next, using

DDT, install a software "patch" in IMPs B, C, and D such that each
patched machine will ignore reload requests from its neighbors.
Then instruct IMP D to reload itself from IMP C; similarly, instruct IMP C to reload itself from IMP B.
to reload itself from IMP E.

Finally, instruct IMP B

Since IMP E is not patched to ig-

nore reload requests, it immediately transmits a copy of the new
software to IMP B.

This reload overwrites the patch which told

IMP B to ignore reload requests, so IMP B will then honor the
next of IMF C's (repeated) reload requests.

Similarly, this re-

load overwrites the patch in IMP C, and thus the new software is
propagated to IMP D.

Noting only that it Is impossible using this

mechanism to simultaneously change both the reload mechanism
(including its communication protocol) and the remainder of the
IMP system, we found the release of the incompatible system to
go quite smoothly, especially in comparison with our early attempt.

IMP Hardware D i a g n o s i s
During late 1972 and early 1973, pressure increased for operation of the network as a reliable utility.

The Network Control

Center was involved in several changes designed to move in this
direction.

First, up until this time, the use of DDT from sites

other than the NCC was possible, although administratively prohibited.

During this time period, DDT was changed so that it

would respond to commands or requests only from the Network
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Control Center. Second, ARPA (at our request) provided a spare
machine which could be used to replace any node in the network in
the event of an extended hardware outage.

i
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Finally, we became increasingly concerned about errors in the
central processor or I/O bus of an IMP which could corrupt either
packets or critical code. In general, corruption of the code in
a particular IMP will affect only that IMP. The computation of
network routing information, however, is a distributed task in
which all IMPs share equally, and a failure in the computation
of routing code can have disastrous network-wide effects. For
example, in 1973 there was a case where the code which computed
the routing information in the IMP located at Harvard was corrupted. The failure was of such a nature that Harvard began to
inform all of its neighbors that it was the best route to all
possible destinations. This caused all traffic in the vicinity
of Harvard to flow into Harvard and eventually be discarded.

\
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On another occasion, demonstrably erroneous packets were
sometimes delivered, even though at the time that the packet
passed through the network there appeared to be no reason for
the packet to be partially destroyed. These errors were eventually traced to faulty I/O equipment in one of the IMPs through
which the traffic was passing. The-IMPs append an elaborate
hardware-generated checksum to each packet as it is passed to a
communications circuit, and check this (in hardware) on receipt
at the next IMP. This checksum is designed only to catch errors
on the communications circuit, where they are presumed to be
frequent. The original IMF software presumed that if a packet
was delivered at an input interface with a good checksum, there
was only negligible probability of corruption of the packet as it
passed through the inside of the IMP.
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In order to detect errors of both of the kinds described
above (both I/O channel errors and memory failures), the IMP
program was changed to incorporate software-generated checksums
for each packet and for all critical areas of the IMP code. If
a software checksum error was found,, it was presumed to indicate
failure of the software or of the hardware within one of the IMPs,
and a copy of the erroneous information was sent to the Network
Control Center (the PDP-1). Further, an IMP which detected a
software checksum error in its own code, or which found it necessary to retransmit any packet 200 times over a working circuit}
immediately reloaded itself so that any possible damage would be
confined to that single IMP. It was frequently possible for BBN
engineers to examine the erroneous data reported to the PDP-1 and
to isolate the problem to a single area, perhaps even one card,
of the IMP equipment. The Honeywell Field Maintenance Service
could then be instructed to concentrate their attention on this
particular area, thus reducing the mean-time-to-repair for these
IMPs. Thus, in addition to increasing network integrity, this
technique was the first diagnostic tool incorporated in the IMPs
and the Network Control Center which allowed us to improve the
repair time for an IMP.
The problems uncovered by the software checksum led us to
seek other methods for attempting to isolate failures to a particular portion of the machine. One such tool is an IMP verification program (again, running on the PDP-1) which retrieves a copy
of the core memory of a running IMP and compares this, word by
word, to an image of memory contents stored on the PDP-1's mass
storage. This tool is useful for many purposes, but in particular
it Is used when we suspect that some part of memory in a particular
IMP may be dropping or picking up bits and, in fact, has led to the
diagnosis and successful repair of several such occurrences.
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TIP Servi ces
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By the late summer of 1973, with almost 20 Terminal IMPs
installed in the network (Figure 8), it became evident to both
ARPA and to the Network Control Center that the TIP user community's perception of the reliability of TIPs and of the network
was far poorer than could be explained by problems in the TIPs
or in the network per se. The problems appeared to be particularly acute among the set of TIP users who were not physically
located at a site where a TIP was installed. These users dialed,
through the switched telephone system, the telephone numbers of
low-speed data modems equipped with automatic answer and connected
to a TIP. In some cases the modems were supplied by private manufacturers, but in most cases they were standard carrier offerings.
The users themselves had terminals equipped either with data
modems -or with acoustic couplers. In general, the data modems
located at the TIP were obtained by the TIP site, at ARPA's request, for this set of "outside" users. Since site personnel
rarely, if ever, used these data modems, they had no strong incentive to keep them functioning; essentially, each site was acting only as a funding channel between ARPA arid the supplier of
the data modems.

I
!

I

i

Another diagnostic procedure uses DDT to accurately measure an
IMF's real-time clock. Failure of the real-time clock can lead
to several problems with an IMP, particularly to too frequent or
too infrequent probes of the circuits to which the IMP is connected. As with other uses of the PDP-1, this was the quickest,
cheapest, and most reliable method of implementing such tools
but does have a penalty in the lack of transferability of the
Network Control Center technology to other networks or to other
sites within the ARPA Network.
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The user, however, was not particularly interested in whether
the source of a problem was the carrier circuit between his terminal and the TIP, the data modem at the TIP, the TIP's interface
equipment to the modem, the TIP, the Network, or, for that matter,
the remote Host which the user sought to access. After all, the
user had no control over any of the elements in this path. What
was desired was a single contact point, to which he could report
trouble and from which he could obtain assistance. The only convenient and continuously staffed point in the network, which already had control over a great many of the elements which could be
the cause of trouble, was the Network Control Center. The Network
Control Center had previously taken the point of view that its
responsibility stopped at the interface equipment in the Terminal
IMP. With mounting discontent on the part of the user community,
however, the Network Control Center agreed to take responsibility
for additional elements in the path between the user and the computer from which he sought service.
Our first step in this direction was to add a staff member
to the NCC who attempted to gain familiarity, in at least a rudimentary way, with the characteristics of each of the popular time
sharing systems connected to the network. In essence, we attempted to provide a consulting service for all TIP users who were experiencing difficulties in using the system of their choice. Although this staff member obviously could not be familiar with the
intricacies of every service system, we could at least provide a
focus for users who had questions, comments, or complaints.
The second step which was taken was to attempt to provide,
at the Network Control Center, some capability for detecting data
modem failures at each TIP and for initiating repair activity.
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We took this step somewhat reluctantly, since the modems, already
in existence} were connected through a number of different contracts with a number of different carrier companies and used a
variety of equipment, some of which, at least, was unfamiliar to
^h

the BBN staff.

On the other hand, we were convinced that the

Network Control Center did have responsibility to the user com-

(

munity which was attempting to use this equipment.

ARPA obtained

an out-WATS line from BBN and an automatic calling unit was at-

i

tached to this line and to one of the (PDP-10 based) TENEX com-

t

puters located at BBN.

A data base was created consisting of the

telephone numbers of almost all data modems connected to TIPs in
the continental United States, and a program was written to periodically call each of these modems and to report failures to the
NCC operators.

I
i

Unfortunately, the automatic calling unit is not very sophisticated and cannot distinguish, for example, between a modem which
is busy and one that merely fails to answer.
(For that matter, it
cannot distinguish between a data set which is busy and one which
is answered by a human being: we had at least one instance of an

|.

incorrect number being entered into the data base and severely
annoyed some home telephone customer until this was discovered.)
Thus, although the program can compile a list of successes and
failures as it attempts calling each modem, a reported "failure"
must be further investigated before we are sure that a problem
actually exists.

Further, if a failure is found, this technique

>

cannot distinguish between a failed modem and a failed interface

F

unit in the TIP.

In order to make this distinction we must, using

DDT, loop the interface unit in the TIP and run experimental traffic through this unit. Finally, once a problem is isolated to a
i

modem, the Network Control Center cannot itself initiate repair

1^

activity; this must be done by the customer for the service.
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Instead, weekly or bi-weekly reports of detected difficulties are
compiled by the NCC and forwarded to the administrator at the TIP
location.

Of course, if the Network Control Center operators de-

tect a condition which it may be possible for the site personnel
to correct immediately (for example, a modem which does not seem
to be set to automatic answering mode) we may call the site and
ask them to attempt to correct the problem immediately.

Quality Assurance Programs
By late 1973 a large number of groups were using the network
in a regular way as a production facility (see Figure 9).

During

the preceding two years, IMPs had averaged between one and onehalf and three percent down time, on a monthly basis, due to hardware or software difficulties.

However, by the end of 1973> there

was an increasing desire to reduce even this fairly low average
level of down time significantly.

Therefore, in early 197^> we

took several steps in an attempt to increase the level of reliability to greater than 99-53>The first important change was the separation of the maintenance and hardware quality-control responsibilities from the
"factory" responsibilities of the .engineering staff at BBN.

During

previous years, a single individual had been responsible for acceptance of IMP hardware and interfaces from Honeywell, the acceptance of TIP terminal interface hardware from another division of
BBN where it was constructed, construction of IMPs and TIPs from
these components, delivering the machines to the field, installing
them in the network, and thereafter coordinating the BBN and Honeywell maintenance efforts.

By the end of 1973 this engineer had a

staff of two technicians who were responsible for the

construction

work taking place at BBN, the installation work, and maintenance
work as required, as backup to Honeywell.
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There were inevitable conflicts between the various aspects
of this job.

For example, if the technicians were badly needed

in the field for the repair of problems in operational IMPs, it
was frequently found expedient to perform only rudimentary testing
•*•"•

of IMPs that were being constructed at BBN before shipping them to
the field.

Of course, in the majority of such cases, the IMPs,

once delivered, performed adequately, but'on occasion, due to insufficient checkout, some low-level hardware problem might pass
undetected only to show up in the field days, weeks, or even
months after the IMP had been delivered. In addition, there was
frequently more pressure to deliver an IMP to the field on schedule
(in order to meet contractual obligations) than there was to devote
time to fully understanding and repairing problems of operational
IMPs in the field.

Thus, operational problems which were suffi-

ciently infrequent tended to be ignored.
I*
In early 1974, a hardware engineer with a considerable amount
of programming experience was added to the Network Control Center
staff and given responsibility
IMPs.

for the maintenance of operational

The "factory manager" and his technicians remained respon-

sible for the production and installation of new IMPs.. However,
i

the maintenance engineer was made responsible for setting up a
• quality assurance program which would be carried out on each new
IMP and each new interface before it was permitted to be shipped
from BBN.

The testing procedure was sufficiently routine so that

the majority of it could be carried out by the NCC operators dur-

>

ing times when they were not occupied with more urgent tasks.
Since the maintenance engineer is responsible only for the operational IMPs, and is not pressured by delivery deadlines for new
IMPs, he can devote much greater attention to low-level problems
in the installed IMPs.

During the early part of 197^ the mainte-

nance engineer was also assigned a high-level hardware technician
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who is dedicated to the task of providing backup assistance to
the Honeywell field service repair groups.
A second type of separation was the institution of software
quality control procedures, carried out by the NCC operators
I

rather than programmers.

By this time there were three machines

.

available for software development work; these were the prototype
IMP, the development Terminal IMP, and the spare Terminal IMP
(which was normally on-hand).

In addition to these three machines,

the "factory" at BBN frequently had on hand .as many as eight additional IMPs and TIPs awaiting delivery.

Thus it was frequently

possible to construct a rather large test network, with rather
I*

complex topology, for the checkout of new IMP software systems;

,

this test network could either run independently of the

.

network or could be interconnected with it.

operational

A set of standard

procedures for the operators to follow in checking out new IMP
software could be carried out in a test network of this kind.
When the IMP system programmers had completed a new version of
the IMP system, and checked it out to their own satisfaction, it
\s turned over to the operators prior to its installation in the
operational network.

Again using time not required for operation

of the actual network, the operators could test the new IMP system
|
f*

software quite extensively.

On occasions when only minor bugs

were discovered early in the quality assurance cycle, the system
programmers were given the opportunity to correct the code and
the cycle was started over.

In the event of major bugs, or those

discovered late in the quality assurance cycle, the system would
return to the systems programmers and the procedure started over
again.
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Both of the changes described above place the responsibility
for testing new systems, hardware and software, on the individuals
who must maintain them, rather than on those who built them.

The

discovery of the necessity for separation of construction and
quality assurance programs, in order to promote unbiased evaluations, is not new with the Network Control Center, nor is the
separation complete, since the builders are always available for
maintenance duties during times of difficult problems.

It has,

however, quite clearly contributed to a reduction in the average
IMP down time between the end of 1973 and the end of 197^ (Figure
10).

The NCC Host Computer R e v i s i t e d
The functions of the Network Control.Center Host have expanded rather dramatically, although in small steps, from the time
of its initial implementation to the end of 197^. First, the
hardware was expanded from that of the standard IMP to that of the
standard Terminal IMP, providing additional core memory as well as
the possibility of operating several terminal output devices.

In

fact, in late 197^ the Teletype which was used to print the log of
network events was replaced by a 1200-baud line printer.

This was

necessitated not only by the greatly increased number of network
nodes, but also by the large amount of additional information which
the IMPs were reporting to the Network Control Center Host.

Re-

ported events now include not only the status and error frequency
of communications circuits in the network, but the up/down transitions of each Host in the network, the lengths of various buffer
queues in each IMP, and the settings of the various console switches
on the IMPs, but also a variety of "trap" conditions which may occur.

Quarter

,

>
I
I
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1973
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1974
1974
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1.51
.80
.85
.57
.26

IMP A v e r a g e Percent Down Time
due to Hardware and Software
Failures by Quarter-year.
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The trap mechanism allows the programmers or maintainers to
have the IMP notify the Network Control Center whenever a particular block of code is executed.

A single trap subroutine reports

the program counter, the contents of the accumulator, and the contents of the IMF's index register for each trap condition.

This

mechanism is useful for determining the frequency of execution of

(

various blocks of code within the IMP, and the set of traps
changes as the attention of the programmers moves from one area of
the IMP algorithm to another.

The trap mechanism is also used to

report failures of the software checksums and other difficulties
related to hardware failures.
^

In this regard, in late 197^, the

NCC staff was augmented by a systems programmer dedicated fulltime to the maintenance function.

Among other tools, this pro-

grammer can use DDT to plant traps in an IMP suspected to be having hardware difficulties in an effort to isolate the particular
failing component, or to plant traps in all IMPs to investigate a
,
I

suspected software bug.
As the amount of information presented to the NCC operators
on the log printer increased, not all of it calling for direct

r

operator action, but instead destined for system programmers and

L

the maintenance staff, it became desirable to find a way to separate the log into several pieces.

One possible solution would be

to connect a multiplicity of output devices to the NCC Host, each
output device maintaining a separate log. However, the separation
of the log output into several pieces in general need not be done

>

in real time.

Thus, we maintain a single log with the lights

display and audible alarm as the primary method of notifying the
operators that immediate action may be required.

Programs have

been written for network TENEX systems which periodically probe
the Network Control Center Host and request copies of all available
log information, which is then placed on TENEX bulk storage.
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Other programs have been written to examine this data and separate
it into as many categories as desired (Figure 11).

The list of

occurrences in each category can then be distributed to the appropriate NCC staff member and examined for significance; a record of
the global context for each such event can be obtained from the
single printed log.
An operational problem is the conflict between the desire to
restore a failed IMP to service as quickly as possible, and the desire to gather as much diagnostic information as possible from the
state of the program in a failed machine.

Starting in rnid-197^i

we began an effort to incorporate 'into the IMP loader area a routine which could use the network to dump the core of a failed IMP
to a network TENEX.

Since an IMP cannot, in general, communicate

with the rest of the network unless its entire program is operating correctly, this dumping routine is designed to communicate
only with an immediate neighbor.

As the neighbor accepts portions

of dumped core, it reformats them into proper network messages and
forwards them to the chosen destination.

This mechanism is now

beginning to allow us to obtain the entire contents of the core
memory of a failed IMP quite rapidly, without much involvement on
the part of site personnel (in many cases no involvement at all)
and in a minimum amount of time.

The dumped core image can then

be studied off-line after the failed IMP is reloaded and brought
back into operation.

Eventually, we expect to use the same mecha-

nism to reload the core of an IMP from the Network Control Center,
rather than merely being able to reload an IMP from its neighbor.
This will enable us to release new IMP software systems (at least
those which are compatible with previous systems) to each IMP at
a time convenient for the personnel at that site, for example, at
a time when the service Hosts are undergoing preventive maintenance
or are off the network for other reasons.
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Thus, in most cases, we
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Figure 11: Two E x a m p l e s of Separated NCC Log
Output from January 12, 1975 (compare with F i g u r e 4)
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should be able to avoid the current situation of a dedicated universal software release time.
In early 197^> there were a small number of very popular
service Hosts in the network and a much larger number of Hosts
which, although they provided service, were not as heavily used.
It was sometimes the case that one of these popular service Hosts
would be functioning correctly from the point of view of local
users, but not functioning properly in connection with the network,
and that the Host operations personnel did riot notice that this
was occurring.

Because of the large, but distributed, inconve-

nience to the users of these popular Hosts, ARPA asked the Network
Control Center to monitor their status and to notify their own
operations personnel whenever they went down to the network.

Al-

though the Network Control Center had no authority over these
Hosts, it was felt that the Network Control Center staff might be
in a better position to notice that they were not accessible
through the network than were the staffs at the individual sites.
Accordingly, the Network Control Center Host was modified to include a table of "critical" Host computers and to sound the audible
alarm whenever one of these Hosts went down to the network.

Many

users can use any one of a number of Hosts interchangeably, so the
Network Control Center was also asked to do what it could to
coordinate maintenance periods scheduled by
Hosts.

"interchangeable"

In addition, since many of these Hosts were accessed from

Terminal IMPs we were asked to maintain a file, available to all
TIP users, of the scheduled down times and durations for these
Hosts.
Thus, when one of the "critical" Hosts goes down, the operators first check the schedule to see if the down was scheduled.
If not, the operators check the IMP to which the Host is connected
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to see if the Host gave information to the IMP as to why It was
going down and when it is expected to come back up (if such information was given it will be returned by the IMP to each other
Host which attempts to communicate with the Host which is down).
If neither of these checks indicate that the Host knew that it
was going down to the network, NCC operators call the operations
personnel at the Host site and notify them that they.are no longer
in communication with the network. In most cases, of course, the
Host is also down to local users and the site personnel are already attempting to restore service. On the other hand, there
are some occasions when the Host is not in communication with the
network due to hardware or software difficulties in the network
interface and it is restored to network service much more quickly
due to the intervention of the NCC operators than if this Intervention had not taken place.
Since mid-1970i the Network Control Center has maintained
statistics of IMP down time and of circuit down time for each IMP
and circuit installed in the network. In addition, once the Network Control Center Host became operational, it became possible
for the NCC to compile statistics on Host traffic and on circuit
utilization. Basically, these statistics were compiled manually,
although some computer assistance was obtained from the PDP-1.
IMP and circuit outage statistics are still maintained manually,
as a certain amount of judgment is used in these; for example,
several outages which the technical staff feels are due to a
single cause are normally combined into a single (longer) reported
outage. In early 1972 the production of Host traffic and line
utilization summaries was slightly automated when the Network
Control Center Host began punching a paper tape (on the summary
report Teletype) of the daily traffic summary information, and
this paper tape was used as input to PDP-1 programs which produced

the reports, thereby cutting down the amount of manual work to be
done.

By late 1973j the reliability of many of the service Hosts

in the network was sufficient so that it became reasonable to
think about eliminating the paper tape entirely and at the same
time reducing our reliance on the PDP-1.

At the present time,

therefore, the Network Control Center Host periodically reports
accumulated traffic statistics through the network to a BBN TEIJEX
computer.

These reports are stored in raw binary form on the

TENEX bulk store, and several FORTRAN programs have been written
to manipulate them in order to produce traffic summaries, graphs
of network traffic on a per-Host basis, and summaries of line
utilization.

In addition, the traffic statistics are available

through the network to other interested parties, since the PDP-iO,
unlike the PDP-1, provides a general network service facility.

Accounting and Access Control
One of the primary goals of compiling Host traffic statistics
was to make it possible for ARPA to investigate various trafficbased cost-recovery algorithms, although to the best of our knowledge this has not yet been done and perhaps is no longer contemplated.

On the other hand, the Network Control Center has recently

been involved in implementation of a system for TIP usage accounting.

Until recently, the only control over use of a TIP was the

ability to be connected to it, i.e., having a terminal directly
wired to the TIP, or knowing the telephone number of a modem connected to the TIP.

Of course, the ability to access a TIP did

not necessarily imply that the user would be able to access any
Host on the network, since each Host which provides network services has implemented its own protection and accounting schemes.
On the other hand, merely accessing a TIP uses relatively valuable
resources, namely one of a limited number of ports on a TIP, one

of a limited number of modems connected to the TIP, and some amount
of TIP bandwidth for processing the user's data (even if the processing is only to discard it).
Thus, the TIP software development group, in conjunction with
the TENEX group, has recently implemented a TIP access control and
accounting mechanism. Through the cooperation of the Terminal IMP
software and the Resource Sharing EXECutive (RSEXEC) software
available on 'TENEX systems, a TIP user must present a valid user
name and password to RSEXEC (which provides storage for these
parameters) within a limited period of time after connecting to a
TIP. If a user does not successfully complete this login procedure, the TIP will ignore his terminal, disconnecting the modem
if one is present in the communication path between the user and
the TIP. If a user successfully completes the login procedure.
the TIP, again in cooperation with the RSEXEC, monitors the length
of time of the user's connection and the number of messages which
the TIP sends into the network on his behalf. The Network Control
Center's Involvement is in maintaining the data base of valid user
names and passwords, generating the programs to collect (from the
RSEXECs) and summarize the accounting information, and submitting
invoices for TIP usage, both to the supervisor of each user, to
ARPA, and to the administrator of each TIP. Although this mechanism is designed to permit billing of users for services received,
no actual billing is currently taking place.
Another aspect of access control in which the Network Control
Center has recently become involved is the division of the single
physical network into "logical subnetworks". Recently the IMP
software was changed so that each IMP now maintains a pair of
access control words for each Host which is connected to it. One
of the access control words is a set of bits indicating which of

16 possible "logical subnetworks" the Host belongs to, and the
second access control word contains a set of bits indicating which
of 16 logical subnetworks (to which the Host may not belong) it
may communicate with even if not a member.

When a Host attempts

to initiate communication with some other Host, the IMPs check
these two access control words for at least one match, and only if
a match is found are the Hosts allowed to proceed with their coin'_

munication.

Since destruction of these access control wor'Js ,

either through hardware or software failure, will reduce or expand a Host's authorized capabilities, it is crucial that they be
maintained correctly.
^

Accordingly, the IMPs, in each of their

reports to the Network Control Center Host, report the contents
of each access control word.

The Network Control Center Host

checks each such report against a list of "correct" values.

If

any discrepancies are detected, the NCC operators will be notified
and will reestablish the correct values (either in the IMP or the
NCC Host, as appropriate).
In late 197^ the network has grown to over 50 nodes (Figure
^

12).

As at every point in the history of the Network Control

Center, a set of new problems is visible ahead.
anticipated responsibility

These include

for the operation of certain

"network"

Hosts (such as the "Private Line Interface" Hosts) by the Network
Control Center, installation

of members of the new line of Pluribus

IMPs which are not program-compatible with the Honeywell based
IMPs, and introduction of the "Satellite IMP" with the necessity
I

for new procedures for diagnosing problems on a multi-access
broadcast satellite channel where some of the IMPs are only accessible through this

channel.
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